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READ FASTER - UNDERSTAND MORE 



REVENUE RECOVERY

Early Settlement discount, Auto Renewal of the contract,

Unfulfilled Deliverable obligations and payment terms are so

often negotiated that the Finance department does not have

the updated information on particular contracts and the

specific billing cycles even on a group of contracts. 

 

Cognitiv+ provides a fully integrated solutions to link with ERP

systems, taking the key data points of information and

populating them in the finance system to ensure the maximise

enforcement of the terms in the contract. It provides the

information, but more importantly the wording of the clause

and a summary document that clearly shows the other party

what needs to be actioned and delays reviews and checking by

the supplier or customers finance department who are

probably also lacking this information.

 

Obligations within contract also show the deliverables of that

specific contract. This is vital in a need to explicitly show what

should and should not happen, as again in negotiation

customers or suppliers may have removed or added new

requirements that are not the company norm. Meaning work is

stopped from taking place if it is out of specification and work

is undertaken that is not normally within the agreement.
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Regulation and legislation compliance is another area of

revenue recovery which the system enables an audit and

checking of the system. It may be again systems are put in

place and processes used that are not required. It helps also

manage the risks of non compliance.

 

Cogntiv+ links particular terms together to see a clear path of

what should be checked. Hence the renewal clause or warranty

clause, it notes the actor/effected party, so again this helps see

through the fog and focus on the risks and rewards to revenue

increases.
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About Cognitiv+

From awareness to action, Cognitiv+

gives you a better way to understand

your document

Cognitiv+ automates and accelerates document review

and insight. We are experts in Natural Language

processing, Vision AI and Deep Learning for document

analysis, and we have suite of products that automate

document understanding and decision making with a

special focus on contract analysis but also build the first

end-to-end document NLP platform.

 

 

 

REQUEST A DEMO
 

info@cognitivplus.com

+44 (0) 208 068 0066

 

 
 

 

 

 


